GERMAN ADVANCE Cuts Off Retreat of ONE DIVISION

Ten Battalions, One Squadron and Six Batteries Captured

CLAIM TEN THOUSAND CAPTURED YESTERDAY

Tentoon Troops Being Sent to Monastir, Whence Next Fighting Is Staged

Dispatches such as Altschanz push the fallen off, mountains of the Six obstacles that 1 man Rumanian and details of the statement of the country eut battle, Will Point, inet.

Point, Tex., Dec., 4th. - A class of Mexicans, who had been on the Mexican stage for over a week, and who were expectation of the fact that the head chok.

Washington, Dec., 4th. - The government of the United States has received a substantial amount of the Mexican's own financial assistance, which has been made available for the purpose of financing the Mexican government in the present crisis.

Interest rates are being made to accommodate the Mexican government in the present crisis.
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